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BE UNDAUNTED:

Critical insights for  directors & executives

Today leaders in business and organisations of all types 
are challenged by the scale and speed of change, by 
increasing complexity, and by growing stakeholder 
expectations. Many are just not up to the job. 
Management theory and practice, as taught in most 
business schools, is not up to the job either. It is 
outdated.
Today’s business challenges are often “messes” as 
professor R L Ackoff of Wharton Business School 
described them, or “wicked problems” as professors 
Rittel and Webber described them. And without doubt, 
these external forces represent a major challenge and 
deserve a good deal of management attention. 
However, external factors are almost never the cause of 
a corporate crisis.
Bad governance and management decision making, 
poor management of resources and leadership failings 
are the real causes — all the things that are within the 
firms control. Evidence of this is provided in the PwC’s 
Crisis Survey 2019.
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An OECD Report on Systems Approaches to Public 
Sector Challenges recently said, “governments are ill 
equipped to deal with complex problems”. We are 
facing a Global Governance Crisis affecting all sectors. 
And leaders at all levels in organisations are feeing 
increasingly daunted.
The drivers of the volatility, uncertainty and complexity 
are only likely to intensify pressure on boards, CEOs and 
leaders at all levels in every organisation.     
But not all leaders are daunted. Some have a Maverick 
Mindset. They use new ways of thinking. They retain a 
focus on value creation and what that means to all 
stakeholders. They know short-term performance 
matters, but do not lose sight of what they must do to 
create future value. They continuously and iteratively 
innovate. And they are already adopting the new ways 
of thinking and making decisions that are needed to 
manage complexity. They are all too aware that the 
traditional tools and methods no longer work. They are 
The Maverick Leaders.
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https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/forensics/global-crisis-survey/pdf/pwc-global-crisis-survey-2019.pdf
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This will be “the decade of the daunted and the 
undaunted”, as I said after a  presentation I gave to a 
conference at Warwick Business School in early December 
2019. The title of the talk was “Undaunted: How 
Successful Leaders Face Wicked Problems”.
As I prepared the talk I was also designing a new Strategic 
Management Forum program for Spring 2020, to look at 
the nature and causes of ‘predictable surprises’, which too 
often result in corporate crises, massive losses to 
investors, devastating consequences for other 
stakeholders, and unacceptable costs to society.
The conference talk then formed the basis of two articles, 
the first article to explain the context. The second article to 
explore the issues and share the insights from my 
research. Soon after, it was suggested I design a one-day 
conference with an international line-up of experts, many 
of whom will be involved in a one-year research-led 
program starting later in 2020.
The conference took place on 9th March 2020 as the world 
was starting to try and deal with the outbreak of the 
Coronavirus, and as stock markets around the world were 
crashing. It made the conference highly topical and 
illustrated the cost of yet another “predictable surprise”. 
Such a crisis had been predicted long ago. The World 
Economic Forum (WEF) even ran simulation events 
concluding governments of the world are unprepared.         

The warnings from the WEF were ignored. Governments 
chose to be Wilfully Blind in ways described by Margaret 
Heffernan in her book with that title. The costs are already 
massive. But events such as these are merely the tip of the 
iceberg. The postmortem after every crisis tends to show  
leaders were ‘asleep at the wheel’.
Probably because the problem of predictable surprises has 
suddenly become highly topical again, Palgrave Macmillan 
have commissioned me to produce a series of interviews 
with the experts who spoke at the conference. A book is 
also in the pipeline. All these publications will focus on the 
same topic. How to become The Maverick Leader needed 
to face these challenges. 
It gives me no pleasure to write about the problems. I do so 
to try to ensure the nature and causes of predictable 
surprises are understood and can be avoided in future. 
Addressing them is one of the most important strategic 
management issues we face as businesses, organisations 
and as a society. And the products and services we offer are 
designed to help address the problem. I hope every 
director or executive, will face up to their responsibility.

Enlightened Enterprise Academy
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OUR OFFER

The Enlightened Enterprise Academy, in association with BE Advisory, has developed a number of 
products and services. They help directors and executives overcome wicked problems and 
unprecedented levels of complexity to avoid predictable surprises.  

They are offered in a variety of formats, both 
online and offline, to individuals or groups.

We offer the products by public open-enrolment 
or privately on-site within companies and 
organisations.

The content is relevant to businesses and 
organisations of all types in all economic and 
industry sectors.

All products are practical in focus and action oriented. They are 
research-based and illustrated with real examples. 

They introduce 21st Century ways of thinking, problem-solving, 
decision-making, organising, leading, resource-allocating and 
accounting.     

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/


TEN THEMES

1. Understand why problems seem daunting
2. How to stop being daunted & thrive on change
3. Introducing Valueism
4. The principles & practices of Valueism
5. Designing & implementing a Value Scheme
6. Organising for value creation
7. Leading change with a focus on value creation
8. Establishing & maintaining a value creation culture
9. Innovate to sustain value creation
10. Become a Valueist & Protean Leader

Ten Themes 

I am speaking 
about Valueism all 
the time. I am sure 
Valueism will be 
something people 
will embrace. It’s 
spot-on
CHARLOTTE VALEUR
FOMER CHAIR, INSTITUTE OF DIRECTORS 

For an Introduction to Valueism read 
the article Paul wrote for the LSE

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2019/03/28/introducing-valueism-and-social-contract-accounting/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2019/03/28/introducing-valueism-and-social-contract-accounting/


WHY NOW

The outbreak of the Coronavirus and the stock market crash may make the challenges faced by 
directors and executives even more daunting. But these developments merely add to the existing 
list of issues and problems that must be faced. 

Whilst the problems receiving most attention are real, they are 
external factors over which directors and executives have little 
control or influence. But they are NOT the cause of most corporate 
crises. They merely make matters worse.

As the PwC Global Crisis Survey makes clears, the real cause of most 
corporate crises are governance and management failings 
associated with internal issues over which there should be control.

Traditional approaches to governance and management are the real 
problem. The mindsets, methods and tools of the industrial era are 
inadequate and sometimes dangerous.  

But the old ways still dominate in practice. And they still dominate 
what is taught in business schools. 

The Maverick Leader adopts very different ideas, methods and 
tools. Often they totally contradict the prevailing ‘wisdom’.

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/forensics/global-crisis-survey/pdf/pwc-global-crisis-survey-2019.pdf


TASTER 

EVENTS

These 90 minute sessions offer a low cost 
introduction to all ten themes covered in 
the DEEP DIVE BRIEFINGS and COURSES.

They are offered as public events, or 
privately as introductions for directors and 
executive teams.

INTRODUCTORY EVENTS

1½ Hours

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/


BRIEFINGS

These briefings are designed to help either 
directors (as individuals or boards) and 
Executives (as individuals or teams). The ten 
sessions are 90 minutes each. They are 
offered as public open enrolment programs 
or privately to businesses an organisations. 
Slide-decks will be shared after the briefing. 
The sessions are limited to a max.20 
participants and will be highly interactive.  

DEEP-DIVE BRIEFINGS

1½ Hours each
15 Hours in total

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/


DEEP-DIVE 

WORKSHOPS

Intensive courses are currently being 
developed and will be offered publicly as 
open enrolment programs or privately to 
companies and organisations.  

INTENSIVE COURSES

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/


Product 

Prices

NOTES:
Public Event Prices are Per Person

All workshops are limited to a maximum of 20 Delegates  
Client-Site Events May Incur a Travel Expense Surcharge

ON-LINE INTRODUCTIONS FOR YOUR TEAM

For businesses and organisations we offer 90min online introductions from £495 for 10 delegates

DEEP-DIVE EXECUTIVE BRIEFING PROGRAMES

The public open enrolment programs explore the 10 themes intensively during a series of 
10 x 90min online sessions with max. 20 delegates. Each session is highly interactive.
£750 (or 4 x £200 monthly instalments).

The program is also offered privately to businesses and organisations 
£ Price on Application

INTENSIVE TRAINING COURSES

These courses are currently being developed. They will be offered as public and private programs.

http://www.thesmfglobal.com/


ABOUT THE ACADEMY
The inequality crisis, the tensions caused by 
globalisation, the climate change problems, 
the rise of populism, the pace of 
technological change, the growth in low pay 
work and the gig economy, growing fears 
born of insecurity (related to employment, 
health, crime, terrorism) etc.

Perhaps the biggest factor, making them all 
more problematic, is the loss of trust in our 
governments and other institutions in 
dealing with these issues.

The level of prosperity — human flourishing 
and wellbeing — a society enjoys depends 
on the effective functioning of many 
systems-of-systems, and the way they 
interact with each other given their 
interdependence. It is clear all of the key

systems — politics, health, education, 
politics, finance etc. are operating in ways 
that restrain future opportunities and put 
at risk what we already have. We need 
enlightened approaches to enterprise in all 
sectors of the economy, private, public, 
not-for-profit etc. 

The Enlightened Enterprise Academy exists 
as a global platform for progressive ideas, 
taking a multi-disciplinary and research-led 
approach, but retaining a practical focus.

Our aim is to support those who believe 
sustainable widely shared prosperity, 
measured in terms of human flourishing 
and wellbeing, should be the focus of all 
forms of enterprise. Find out more

The Covid-19 epidemic and the economic 
crisis it is generating are forcing people to 
ask what the “new normal” might be. They 
have created the conditions in which it is 
both necessary and acceptable to consider 
ideas that would previously have seemed 
unthinkable. And the crisis is exposing and 
exacerbating pre-existing problems.  

Enlightened Enterprise Academy Enterprise for Sustainable and Widely Shared Prosperity - Human Flourishing and Wellbeing

https://medium.com/enlightened-enterprise-movement
http://www.thesmfglobal.com/


Enquiries: contact@thesmfglobal.com

“Maverick Leaders are unorthodox or independent-minded people. 

They have the traits that make the difference between being a 

manager and being a leader. They are prepared to challenge the 

status quo and think the unthinkable. Maverick Leaders are 

needed now more than ever”. Paul Barnett, Founder, Enlightened Enterprise Academy 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/myevent?eid=89753510165
http://www.thesmfglobal.com/

